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Popular eyewear brand IOLLA are bringing local centre stage in the new St James
Quarter, launching a new experiential showroom and standing shoulder to shoulder
with some of the biggest names in retail.

IOLLA launched in 2015, introducing a better way to buy eyewear with their offering of
complete prescription glasses and sunglasses for £75. Their mission is to help people look
and feel great, empowering glasses wearers to build an eyewear wardrobe thanks to their
diverse range of unique frame designs and affordable price point.

The Scotland-born local business is the latest retailer to confirm its opening in Edinburgh’s
new £1.7bn city centre development St James Quarter set to open at the end of June. IOLLA
will be opening its fourth location across Edinburgh and Glasgow which will feature a new
style of plug-and-play shelving stations, digital screens and modular podiums, brought to life
with the help of local Edinburgh design studio Splintr. Their new showroom design will
feature a 360º interactive window display and movable podiums, designed to bring the
experience to the customer, replacing traditional ‘checkout’ desks.

By putting technology, adaptability, and the customer at the centre of the new design, IOLLA
hope to create a customer journey within their St James Quarter showroom that is unique,
fun and memorable.

“Our new St James Quarter showroom will be the most enriched customer experience we’ve
ever created. Visitors can discover and journey through our brand by using our new creative
touchpoints like material and manufacturing displays and an interactive try on garden. The St
James Quarter showroom is also our biggest yet, and will give us the opportunity to truly
showcase our passion for great customer service, great products and a fair price.” - Stefan
Hunter, IOLLA Founder.

Martin Perry, Director of Development for St James Quarter added:
“With the first phase opening of St James Quarter just weeks away, the addition of IOLLA will
help further bolster the already formidable array of local and international brands St James
Quarter has to offer as we look to build a diverse offering, including some national and city
‘firsts’, that will help create a one of a kind destination.”

Since opening its doors in 2015, IOLLA have been one to watch, paving the way for local
retailers and shaking up the traditional optical industry with a direct to consumer approach
and designing and manufacturing in their Glasgow headquarters. Despite a challenging year
for retail, the brand continued to focus on its growth by; investing in its digital strategy,
expanding its design and technology teams and this year will push to increase its overall
workforce by 100%.

The opening of the new showroom is a landmark moment for IOLLA, allowing the brand to
branch into new territory when it comes to retail expansion and in high footfall locations.
This is the first step in an ambitious growth plan over the next 5 years for the innovative
eyewear retailer, and it’s set to bring more eyes than ever to the IOLLA brand.

Visit IOLLA in the St James Quarter from June 24th.

Click here to view press release documents and images.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pmnsbQjctO645kqsvEV2j2Ss-BfT8B_7?usp=sharing
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Editorial Notes:

● IOLLA have been trading since Summer 2015 and currently have 3 physical stores,
located in; Glasgow Finnieston, Edinburgh Stockbridge and Glasgow City Centre.
The collection of eyewear and accessories can be purchased in a showroom or
online at IOLLA.com

● Showrooms allow customers to; browse, try-on the collection and place their orders,
all while experiencing the brand’s strong passion for customer service in a fun and
relaxed environment.  Customers are encouraged to have their eye test prescription
to hand (IOLLA don’t offer eye tests) before placing their order through their digitally
enabled platform either in person or online.

● IOLLA was founded by three Glasgow-based entrepreneurs who sought to develop
an alternative to the upselling, overpriced products and poor selection in traditional
optics.  By eliminating unnecessary overheads and designing glasses in house,
IOLLA are able to provide higher-quality, better-looking eyewear at a fraction of the
average price of other optical retailers.

● At the beginning of the Coronavirus pandemic, the closure of IOLLAs showrooms
led the brand to enhance their digital presence and offering, investing in their online
platform and introducing a Virtual Try-On app to their website, allowing customers to
virtually try-on their collection before ordering online.

● Over the past year, IOLLA have recruited a technology team as part of their growth
strategy to enhance their combined physical and digital platforms with technology.

● Physical and digital displays will feature in the new St James Quarter showroom,
where customers will be able to experience the brand and learn more about the
IOLLA story, materials used and manufacturing in their ‘Brand Temple’.


